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Abstract. Image segmentation has long been an important problem in thecom-
puter vision community. In our recent work we have addressedthe problem of
texture segmentation, where we combined top-down and bottom-up views of the
image into a unified procedure. In this paper we extend our work by proposing
a modified procedure which makes use of graphs of image regions. In the top-
down procedure a quadtree of image region descriptors is obtained in which a
novel affine contractive transformation based on neighboring regions is used to
update descriptors and determine stable segments. In the bottom-up procedure
we form a planar graph on the resulting stable segments, where edges are present
between vertices representing neighboring image regions.We then use a vertex
merging technique to obtain the final segmentation. We verify the effectiveness
of this procedure by demonstrating results which compare well to other recent
techniques.

1 Introduction

The problem of image segmentation, with the general goal of partitioning an image
into non-overlapping regions such that points within a class are similar while points
between classes are dissimilar [1], has long been studied incomputer vision. It plays a
major role in high level tasks like object recognition [2, 3], where it is used to find image
parts corresponding to scene objects, and image retrieval [4], where the objective is to
relate images from similar segments. Textured objects, in particular, pose a great chal-
lenge for segmentation since patterns and boundaries can bedifficult to identify in the
presence of changing scale and lighting conditions [5]. Often textures are characterized
by repetitive patterns [6], and these are only characteristic from a certain scale. Below
this scale these patterns will only be partly visible [7] which makes precise boundary
detection in this case an additional challenge. The intensity variation of textures is of-
ten overlapping with the background, which may add further difficulty. Examples of
proposed approaches to texture segmentation include active contours [8], templates [2],
or region descriptors [9]. We recently introduced a new approach to texture segmen-
tation [10], where the procedure is unsupervised in the sense that we assume no prior
knowledge of the target classes, i.e. number of regions or known textures.
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 1. Texture segmentation from contractive maps. In (a) a heterogeneous image is shown cre-
ated by composing a Brodatz texture [11] with itself rotated90o in a masked out area obtained
from the bird in (b). The resulting segmentation is shown in (c).

Our segmentation technique begins with a top-down quadtreedecomposition proce-
dure where nodes describe image regions such that the root describes the entire image;
the next four children each describe quarter and so on. Each quadtree node contains a
descriptor characterizing the texture of the associated region. This characterization is
obtained as a distribution of a set of kernels that we introduced in [10]. At each level
of the tree a novel contractive transformation is computed for each node and is applied
to update the node. The decomposition is controlled by the stability of the resulting
node descriptors relative to their neighbors, and a leaf is obtained either when a node
is deemed stable or it covers a subpixel image region. Following this procedure we
apply our graph-based merging technique. A planar graph is formed on the resulting
leaves with edges connecting neighboring image regions whose weights are based on
descriptor similarity. The final segmentation is obtained by iteratively merging nodes
with highest similarity.

Figure 1 shows a result of our procedure. Figure 1(a) shows a heterogeneous image
with itself rotated 90o in a masked out area obtained from the bird in Figure 1(b). The
resulting segmentation is shown in Figure 1(c). An overviewof our procedure is shown
in Figure 2. The remainder of the paper is summarized as follows: In section 2 we ex-
plain the entire procedure by first reviewing thekPIFS used to obtain a base description
of the image, followed by a description of the top-down process where we introduce our
novel contraction maps, and finally we describe the bottom-up process which includes
the details of the planar graph merging technique. In section 3 we present some results
and compare them to other methods. We provide a conclusion insection 4.

2 Method

In this section we present an overview of the general procedure for unsupervised texture
segmentation. First we give a brief review of the process of obtaining base characteriza-
tions of small regions of the image which serve as a starting point for the segmentation.
We then indicate our modifications to the decomposition transformation and the ap-
proach to merging leaves and generating the final segmentation.
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(a) (c)

(b)

Fig. 2. The segmentation procedure. The top-down decomposition ofthe image is shown in (a).
In (b) the feature kernel set is shown. The first image in (c) isthe over-segmented image obtained
from the decomposition. The segments are merged in the bottom-up procedure to obtain the final
segment shown in the last two images.

2.1 kPIFS and the base descriptors

In [10] we introduced the concept of kernel partition iterated function systems (kPIFS)
which proved to be a viable technique for obtaining a basic characterization of local
image structure to serve as a starting point for segmentation. Since we are primarily
focused on the top-down and bottom-up procedures in this paper we only provide a
brief review ofkPIFS descriptors and we refer the reader to our previous paper [10] for
more details.

ThekPIFS technique which we developed is inspired by and closelyrelated to the
partition iterated function systems (PIFS) introduced by Jacquin [12] for the purpose
of lossy image compression [13]. We saw potential in PIFS to characterize local image
structure based on evidence indicating that it can be used intasks such as edge detection
[14] and image retrieval [15].

The traditional PIFS image compression technique computesa set of self-mappings
on the image. The process begins by partitioning an image into a set of domain blocks
DI , and again into smaller range blocksRI , as illustrated by Figure 3(b). The image is
encoded by matching an elementdℓ ∈ DI to eachrk ∈ RI . In the course of matching,
a transformationθk which is generally affine is calculated for the domain blockdℓ

that matches range blockrk andθk(dℓ) is used to representrk. Once all of the maps
are computed they can be applied to an arbitrary image and will result in an accurate
reconstruction of the encoded image.

For our goal of characterizing local structure we designedkPIFS to avoid self-
mappings between domain blocks and range blocks. Instead wechose to find mappings
from an over-complete basis of texture kernels,DK , to the range blocks of the image as
illustrated by Figure 3(c). The kernels employed here are meant to represent local struc-
tural image patterns such as corners, edges of varying widthand angle, blobs, and flat
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 3. Comparison of PIFS andkPIFS. Part (a) shows the original image with the highlighted
area is focused on in (b) and (c). Part (b) is an example of PIFSwhere the best matching domain
block is mapped to a range block. Part (c) shows thekPIFS where the domain blocks are replaced
by domain kernels.

regions. In our procedure, each image range block will be characterized by distances of
each of the domain kernels to the range block after a calibration transform is applied.
Specifically, for a domain kerneldℓ ∈ DK and a range blockrk ∈ RI the distance in
kPIFS is given by

δkPIFS(rk, dℓ) =
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whereµx andσx are the mean and standard deviation respectively of blockx. The
calibrated blocks will be highly influenced by noise ifσrk

is small and if it is zero we
cannot estimateδkPIFS. Therefore, we use a measure of flatness of the range blocks,
bf = σrk

/
√
µrk

. If bf < tf , wheretf is a threshold, we categorize the block as flat.
We then let each range block be described by its best mapped (least distant) do-

main kernels. The similarity for a kernel is weighted by the relative similarity of all of
the kernels to the range block. Let∆rk

denote the mean distance from each kernel in
DK to the current range block obtained from (1) and letγkernel be a scalar constant
controlling how many domain kernels are included in the descriptions. The kernel to
range block similarity is given byw[rk,dℓ] = max {γkernel∆rk

− δkPIFS(rk, dℓ), 0}
for eachdℓ ∈ DK to form a vector of similarities which is normalized yielding a range
block descriptor in the form of a distribution of domain kernels. Intuitively eachw[rk,dℓ]

describes the error in fitting kerneldℓ to blockrk.

2.2 Top-down decomposition

In the first step of the top-down procedure we begin the construction of the quadtree
by decomposing the image to some start levellstart, where level1 is the root cover-
ing the entire image, by splitting the region nodes at each level into 4 child subregion
nodes. Once we are at levellstart we calculate a descriptor histogram for each of the
22(lstart−1) region nodes by summing thekPIFS descriptors making up each region and
normalizing. From this point onward iterative transformations for each node at the cur-
rent level are constructed based on the local spatial neighborhoods and are applied to
each of the nodes until an approximate convergence is reached. At this point stable re-
gions are identified and the next level of the quadtree is constructed from the children
of the nodes based on some stability (or discrepancy) measure.
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In practice the choice oflstart in both the original and modified version is important
in determining the resulting segments. Iflstart is a small number then there is a risk that
the region nodes identified as stable will still contain muchheterogeneity while a larger
lstart can result in an over-segmentation. We have experimentallyfound thatlstart = 6
is a good choice as a start level, i.e. at32 × 32 sub-image nodes.

The novel idea that we now introduce to this procedure addresses the iterative trans-
formations that are applied to the nodes until convergence.The convergence of both the
original transformation and the new one presented here relyon properties of contractive
transformations in a metric space [16]. Here we briefly review the necessary concepts.

Definition 1 (Contractive Transformation). Given a metric space (X, δ), a transfor-
mation T : X → X is called contractive or a contraction with contractivity factor s if
there exists a positive constant s < 1 so that δ(T (x), T (y)) ≤ sδ(x, y) ∀x, y ∈ X .

Let us then denoteT ◦n(x) = T ◦ T ◦ · · · ◦ T (x); that is,T composed with it-
self n times and applied tox. The property of contractive transformations that we are
interested in is given in the following theorem which is proved in [16].

Theorem 1 (Contractive Mapping Fixed Point Theorem).Let (X, δ) be a complete
metric space and let T : X → X be a contractive transformation, then there exists a
unique point xf ∈ X such that for all x ∈ X we have xf = T (xf ) = limn→∞ T ◦n(x).
The point xf is called the fixed pointof T .

The importance of this theorem is that if we can show a transformation to be contrac-
tive in a defined metric space, then we are sure that some fixed point will be reached by
applying the transformation iteratively. In both the original procedure and the updated
version the metric space was defined as the set of image regiondescriptor histograms
which can be thought of as lying in the spaceIRd. It follows that any metric onIRd can
be chosen, but in practice however we have just used theL1 distance metric, denoted
by δL1

and defined asδL1
(x,y) =

∑d

i=1 |xi − yi|.
In the original paper on the procedure [10] we proposed a transformation to perform

an iterative weighted averaging of similar region descriptors within a local spatial neigh-
borhood. Specifically, given some descriptorwi at the current level of the quadtree, let
Ni denote the set ofm × m spatially local neighbor descriptors aroundwi but not
including wi, and letµNi

be the averageL1 distance fromwi to all of the other de-
scriptors inNi. We then denote a weighted average distancetNi

= ψµNi
, whereψ is

some weighting constant, and denote the set of close descriptorsN c
i = {wj ∈ Ni :

dL1
(wi,wj) ≤ tNi

}. Then we define a transformationFi for this descriptor to be the
average of the descriptorsN c

i andwi. More explicitly:

Fi(w) =
1

1 + |N c
i |



w +
∑

wj∈N c
i

wj



 . (2)

A transformationFi was found for eachwi at the current level and it was applied
iteratively to obtain updated descriptors, i.e.wn

i = F ◦n
i (wi), until δL1

(wn
i ,w

n+1
i ) < ǫ

for some given error thresholdǫ. We claimed that eachFi was contractive and would
thus yield a fixed point descriptor based on a result from Van der Vaart and Van Zanten
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[17]. While this appears sufficient, the proof is complicated and indirect andFi takes a
somewhat inconvenient form. Here we propose a simpler affinetransformation where
contractivity can easily be observed.

Our new transformation is also defined for each region descriptor at each level of
the quadtree. Letwi, Ni andtNi

be defined as above and letN ′
i = {wi} ∪ Ni. We

now define a set of scalar weights for every descriptor inN ′
i such thats(i,j) represents

a measure of similarity betweenwi and wj for wj ∈ N ′
i . The weights are defined

ass(i,j) = max{(tNi
− dL1

(wi,wj))/ci, 0}, whereci is a normalization constant so

that
∑|N ′

i |
j=1 s(i,j) = 1. In this way alls(i,j) ≤ 1, and each descriptorwj ∈ Ni has an

associated similarity weights(i,j) with the special scalars(i,i) being the weight for the
wi. Now define a new descriptorvi to be a linear combination of the descriptors inNi

asvi =
∑

wj∈Ni
s(i,j)wj , and our affine transformationGi for descriptorwi is given

by

Gi(w) = s(i,i)w + vi. (3)

Again we iteratively applyGi to wi obtainingwn
i = G◦n

i (wi) until convergence,
but here due to the simple affine form ofGi it is particularly easy to demonstrate
the contractivity of the transformation. For arbitrary descriptorsx,y ∈ IRd we have
δL1

(Gi(x), Gi(y)) =
∑d

j=1 |(s(i,i)xj + vij
) − (s(i,i)yj + vij

)|. Notice that thevij
’s

all cancel out and thes(i,i) can be factored out, simplifying toδL1
(Gi(x), Gi(y)) =

s(i,i)
∑d

j=1 |xj − yj | = s(i,i)δL1
(x,y) and sinces(i,i) ≤ 1, we have thatGi is either

contractive or it does not movewi at all, either way we are guaranteed by theorem 1 to
reach a fixed point descriptor which we can denote bywi. In practice the convergence
is quite fast and we generally need less than10 iterations forǫ = 0.01.

When the fixed point descriptorswi are reached for all regions at the current level,
we identify the stability of each region based on the discrepancy of its fixed point to
the fixed point of its neighbors. Since bothFi andGi average eachwi with its similar
neighbors, there is a strong possibility that sub-images inthe regions with high local
discrepancy after the iterative procedure will cover different textures. To avoid misclas-
sifications we split and repeat the contractive mappings on these regions at the next level
of the quadtree, as illustrated in Figure 2(a). The discrepancy of a node is measured by
comparingwi to the fixed points of its four spatially nearest neighbors which we de-
note by the setN i. LetµN i

denote the averageL1 distance fromwi to the descriptors
in N i and letmN i

denote the maximum distance fromwi to N i, then the discrepancy
measure of the region is defined asDi = µN i

+mN i
.

Though we are only concerned with splitting and reprocessing unstable regions, in
practice all regions are split. FromDi we are able to calculate a border measure for
each node asBi = Di/max{Dj : j ∈ {1, . . . , Nk}} whereNk is the total number of
nodes at the current decomposition level.Bi determines howwi’s children descriptors
are calculated. Let{w(i,j) : j ∈ {1, . . . , 4}} denote the4 initial descriptors ofwi’s
children used in the next level of the quadtree. IfBi = 0 then the region is stable and
there is no chance ofwi covering a boundary region and so we assignw(i,j) = wi for
all children. WhenBi > 0 we let{v(i,j) : j ∈ {1, . . . , 4}} denote the descriptors of
the child regions calculated as the normalized sum ofkPIFS histograms in the same
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(a) (b)

Fig. 4. Bottom-up merging of image regions. Part (a) shows the obtained segments and (b) show
the corresponding graph. Edge weights are given similaritybetween the segments. In the right
hand of (a) and (b) segments 1 and 2 of the left sides of (a) and (b) are merged.

manner as at the starting levellstart. Then we obtain the new descriptors asw(i,j) =
(1 − Bi)wi + Biv(i,j).

2.3 Bottom-up merging of regions

Upon the completion of the top-down procedure we obtain a quadtree decomposition
of the image with leaves representing non-overlapping stable image regions. The goal
of the bottom-up procedure is to merge these leaves into homogeneous clusters which
form the final segmentation.

In our original approach we fit a mixture of Gaussians to the distribution of leaf
nodeswf using the approach of Figueiredo [18] and the final segmentation was found
by the Gaussian that gave the highest probability.

Our new approach begins by forming a planar graphG so that the vertices ofG are
the leaf nodes and an edge(i, j) is formed between vertices representing adjacent image
regions with edge weight equal toδL1

(wi,wj), the distance between the associated
fixed point descriptors. The bottom-up procedure then merges adjacent vertices ofG
based on edge weight. Letαi denote the percentage of the total image covered by vertex
i. Thenαi is considered in the merging, so the smallest regions will beforced to merge
with the most similar neighboring region and when merging any two verticesi, j the
ratio αi/αj is considered so that the merged vertex has a descriptor which is mostly
influenced by the relatively larger region.

The merging of vertices is done in two steps. Initially we merge all vertex pairsi, j
where the edge weight is close to0, i.e. less than some small positiveǫ. These regions
had nearly identical fixed points and the disparity is most likely only due to the fact
that the fixed point is approximated. In the second step we let∆G denote the average
weight in the current graphG which is updated after each merging is performed. We
proceed in merging the verticesi, j with the smallest current edge weight until the
relative weightδL1

(wi,wj)/∆G is larger than some thresholdγmerge ∈ [0, 1). Figure 4
gives an illustration of the process.

3 Experiments

In this section we show the experimental results of our procedure. The images used for
testing our procedure are from the Berkley image database [19] and the Brodatz textures
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Fig. 5. Segmentation of the Brodatz textures [11]. The compositionof the textures is inspired
by the segmentation procedure of Fauzi and Lewis [3]. Segmentations borders are marked with
white lines except (h) where a part in the lower right is marked in black to make it visible.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 6.Comparative results. This figure shows our results comparedto that of Hong et al.[7]. Our
results are on the top in (a) and (b) and right in (c).

[11]. Our procedure has shown to be very powerful for texturesegmentation, which is
demonstrated by comparing our results to state of the art methods of Fauzi and Lewis
[3], Houhou et al.[8], and Hong et al.[7].

In Fauzi and Lewis [3] they perform unsupervised segmentation on a set of com-
posed Brodatz textures [11]. We have compared the performance of our method to theirs
by making a set of randomly composed images from the same set of Brodatz textures.
These composed images are very well suited to our method because the descriptors
precisely cover one texture, so to challenge our procedure we changed the composition.
Some examples of the results are shown in Figure 5. We obtain very good segmentation
for all images with only small errors along the texture boundaries. In 19 of 20 images
we found the correct 5 textures and only the texture in the lower right hand corner of
the last image was split into two. It should be noted that thistexture contains two ho-
mogenous areas. In [3] only 7 of 9 composed images were accurately segmented. These
results show that the texture characterization is quite good. But the challenge of textures
in natural images is larger, as we will show next.

We have tested our procedure on the same set of images from theBerkley segmen-
tation database [19] as was used in Hong et al.[7] and Houhou et al.[8]. The results are
compared in Figures 6 and 7. Our method preforms well compared to that of Hong et
al., especially in Figures 6(a) and (c). It should be noted that the focus of that paper was
also on texture scale applied to segmentation. The results compared to the method of
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

(i) (j) (k) (l)

(m) (n)

Fig. 7. Comparative results. This figure shows our results in columns one and three compared to
the results from Houhou et al.[8] in columns two and four.

Houhou et al.are more alike and both methods find the interesting segments in all im-
ages. In Figures 7(e) and (f) our method finds some extra textures which are clearly dis-
tinct. In Figures 7(k) and (l) both methods find segments thatare not part of the starfish,
but are clearly distinct textures. There are slight differences in the two methods, e.g. in
Figures 7(a) and (b) where the object is merged with a part of the background in our
method, whereas it is found very nicely in the method of Houhou et al. [8]. An example
in favor of our procedure is Figures 7(m) and (n) where part ofthe head and the tail is
not found very well by their method, whereas it is found very well by our procedure.

4 Conclusion

Texture poses a great challenge to segmentation methods, because textural patterns can
be hard to distinguish at a fine scale making precise boundarydetection difficult. We
have presented a novel, computationally efficient approachto segmentation of texture
images. To characterize the local structure of the image, webegin by a top-down decom-
position in the form of a hierarchical quadtree. At each level of this tree a contractive
transformation is computed for each node and is iterativelyapplied to generate a novel
encoding of the sub-images. The hierarchical decomposition is controlled by the stabil-
ity of the encoding associated with nodes (sub-images). Theleaves of this quadtree and
their incidency structure with respect to the original image will form a planar graph in a
natural way. The final segmentation will be obtained from a bottom-up merging process
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applied to adjacent nodes in the planar graph. We evaluate the technique on artificially
composed textures and natural images, and we observe that the approach compares fa-
vorably to several leading texture segmentation algorithms on these images.
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